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among mage and guy lies fire.Leda has been ordered through the home of Ilia to take
advantage of her fae presents to discover an alchemist’s bible, it doesn't matter what the cost.
In an international the place know-how has been changed via Elemental magic, this e-book is
extra harmful than any spell or potion.A ragged scrap of parchment is Leda’s in simple terms
clue and it leads her to the final guy identified to have had the book—a savagely good-looking exsoldier grew to become scavenger. Greyhawke Tams. He’ll serve her wishes nicely, in either
her quest, and her bed.The very last thing gray recollects is a bar brawl leaving him flat on his
face. while he awakes, his scenario hasn’t improved. He’s been certain in carrier to a
contemptuous little hearth mage with luscious curves and a deceptively blameless face. Grey’s
now not fooled—he’s hated the Elementals ever considering that he misplaced his more youthful
brother to their brutal rites of passage.But anything approximately Leda tangles his mind swifter
than any lady he’s ever known. and shortly it turns into transparent she wishes greater than his
“services”. A barbarous overlord wishes that e-book and he’s prepared to shatter Leda—body
and spirit—to get it.She wishes his protection. even if she wishes it Touch of Fire (Apocalypse
Series #1) or not.Product WarningsSex, sin and sauciness abound. This simply in: Virgin butter
not just is helping frightened younger virgins on their marriage ceremony night, it makes a
rattling high quality hair liniment too.
Leda, is a hearth elemental on a undertaking to discover a plainsfolk (a non magical person) set
within the some distance destiny during which our present international has been destroyed and
magic is now the way in which of life. the fellow in query is Greyhawke, a good-looking but
savage guy who has someway came across a publication of significant value - one that
numerous assorted humans are looking to get their arms on and one that those similar humans
will do something to forestall Leda from finding.Grey turns into Leda's guy servant while she
buys him following a bar struggle within which he loses and he immediately hates her for the
location he unearths himself in, yet he quickly warms to her. He by no means relatively trusts
her and he or she feels she cannot thoroughly belief him either, yet they interact to discover
what they need. Seelie, one other elemental, albeit an untrained one, trails alongside for the
adventure and makes Leda come to phrases along with her emotions for Grey. quickly
adequate Leda and gray Touch of Fire (Apocalypse Series #1) not have the higher hand of their
quest and so they turn out being separated and broken alongside the way. whilst I learn this
book, I felt the characters have been ordinary and it wasn't till I regarded on right here that I
realised I had learn the second one publication during this sequence a couple of 12 months
ago! I loved that one as well, yet most well-liked the consistent motion of this one. there has
been by no means a lifeless second and now and then i actually felt for the characters,
particularly Leda within the arms of Senosai.I'm hoping there'll be extra to this sequence quickly
as i would like to determine what occurs now Leda and gray return to their unique international
after Apocalypse emerging finished.
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